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Abstract

2

This paper describas a system designed for evaluating the performance

of ESEA Title I Technical Assistance Centers. Topics covered include

Center tasks and activities, a management infOrmation system designed tu

monitor activities in each task area,and utilization of this

information. The system provides a means tf monitoring the level of

effort in each area and checking whether state and local education agency

needs are being met.
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Technical Assistance Centers (TACs) have been established for each of

the f-a goolraphic regions of the Department of Health, Education and

Welfare, The TACn provide state education agencies with models for,

evaluation and technical assistance to enable them to assist local school

districts in developing and applyinig systematic program evaluation to

Title I projrams. The TACs for Regions 8, 9-and 10 are located at the

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory in Portland, Oregon. The

objectives of,this Paper are to describe procedures for an internal

evaluation of these TACs, and to discuss possible uses of the evaluation

findings.

An evaluation oE TAC operations is potentially very significant. TAC

operations in Regions 8, 9 and 10 affect over 2,000 state and local

education agencies in the Western United States and Trust Territories.

Improved services to these agencies may contribute to the quality of

information available for educational decision making at the local

level. This could be expected to have an effect on design of curricula

and instructional techniques, and ultimately to help improve the

education of those disadvantaged students in Title I programs benefiting

from TAC consultation. Admittedly, the chain of inference from better

and more effective delivery uf evaluation services, to improved

evaluation, local decision making and raised achievement for students in

tenuous. There are, in addition to evaluation services, many other

factors which can have a significant effect on achievement. Local

traditions of policy making may discourage the most effective use of

evaluation data. Limited district resources, family situation or

socioeconomic status of students may have such strong effects on

achievement that they mask any effects brought about by improved local

use of evaluation data.

.1
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Several tasks for TACs have been described by the United States

Office of Ediy'at i on (Not:e 1). An abridged version of these tasks follms:

1. TACs will undertake and regularly provide outreach and awareness

activities to make SEAs and local education agencies (LEAs)

aware of the availabili:ty and scope of technical assistance

act i vi t i es.

2. TACs will act as a technical consultant to SEAs and LEAs in the

areas of evaluation planning, implementation, analysis,

interpretation and reporting.

3. TACs wil.1 participate in limited technical investigations

pertaining to aspects of the Title I Evaluation and Reporting

System (TIERS).

4. TACs will perform other tasks, at USOE direction, related to

TIERS.

5. TACs will maintain staff capabilities and expertise.

6. TACs senior staff kill, as necessary, attend TAC Directors'

Meetings.

7. TACs will sponsor periodic regional meetings of state Title I

coordinators and designated TAr..; contacts.

The first two tasks, outreach and awareness, and technical

consultation constitute the bulk of direct TAC services to states, with

the majority of the servicrs falling in the technical consultation

category. The focus of this evaluation is on direct TAC services to

states. The scope and nature of services are negotiated with each state

individually, and are formalized in a letter of agreement. The purposes

of the .agreement are to establish the scope of services, and the delivery

system for providing these services to the SEA by the TAC, and to specify

2/80
7412A
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ways in which LFAs I contacted. In particular, the fol.lowing points are

negoti,:lted:

1. A 'VAC e:aploy.2e is designated as primary contact with the SEA.

2. A minimum ntimber of onsite staff days are allocated to provide

consultations to SEA or LEA staff on designated topics.

3. A minimum number of onsite staff days are allocated for the

provision of workshops on designated topics.

4. A minimum- number of onsite staff days are allocated for the

de ve I opient of mater i al s.

5. A minimum number of onsite staff days are allocated for

assi SI tance in addressing technical issues.

In addition, a number Of inhouse stafr days can be allocated for

certain of the above tasks. In practice, much of the allocated inhouse

time is used to prepare for tasks performed onsite.

A stipulation in the request for a proposal to operate a Title I

Evaluation Technical Assistance Center, issued by USOE in July, 1979 was

that relevant information on TAC operations be collected and reported to

USOE. Subsequently, instrunents were developed internally to collect

information on delivery of services, and a computerized management

information system was sketched out in order to obtain whatever analyses

would be needed for reporting to USOE, and for internal uses. After the

contracts were awarded, USOE issued a set of forms, to be canpleted

monthly, which solicited information on workshops, onsite consultations,

telephone calls and correspondence. Although the monthly report forms

wer e developed pr imar ily wi th USOE informati on needs i r, mind, it was f el t

that the information could be used profitably to conduct an internal

evaluation of TAC operations, with the ultimate goat. of improving TAC

2/80 7412P
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services. In addition to a need to be aware of the current scope of TAC

operations, information relevant to the folic/ding gerieral issue was to be

collected. At the :ftart of the contract year,,and in the propasal

suknitted to USOE, a level of services was projected for each state in

order to e3timate budgets and plan resource allocation. At times there

are discrepancies between the projected and actual levels of delivery of

services. Given such discrepancies, do they imply a aeed for added

resources? Or do they imply a need for additional planning and

information (e.g., regarding materials develorment time, preparation and

follow:up for onsite activities) in order to rationalize delivery of

ser vices?

Certain specific questions relevant to this general issue can be

poGed. The first question is about the projected and actual level of TAC

services in each state. The variable used to quantify delivery of

services is termed level of effort. Level of effort can be

operationalized in terms of the number of days spent onsite in a given

state, or in terms of the number of person trips to a given state.

Estimates of the pojected level of effort can be abstracted fran the

letters of agreement signed with each state, and fran the proposal

submitted to USOE. The actkul level of effort expended can be obtained

fron records of travel. Given these definitions, the first question can

he formulated:

1. How does the actual level of effort expended in a state compare

with anticipated levels?

Stuly of resource allocation and use is helpful for diagnosing the

amount of activity in states served by the TACs. However, it should be

supplemented with information about the nature of TAC activities. The

2/80 7412A
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nat ure of activi Les (um he oper ational i zed in terms of a typology,

whi ch , i n t urn can t'e con:: truvted to reflect either the f unctions of TAC

ser vi c.-.s , 0- to reflect the topi cs discus led in wor kshopt; and

cormultation.;. Given th,:;e typologies, level of effort can be

operationalized in term:-; of either the nuather of contacts (including

telephone, coreesp)ndemo, and worksh")p), or the persort effort (for

onsite consultations and workshop r. only), where pei7son effort is defined

as the nuall-..?r of hours srent performing a task multiplied by the number

of TAC staff englged in the task. Given these definitions, one can ask:

2. Hod are resouroes, measured in terms of person effort, being

expended across functional categories? For what purposes are

the TACs spending most of their time?

3. How are resources, measured in terms of number of contacts,

being expended across topical categories?

ME'PHOD

Ins trumentat ion

Instruments used to gather data inclurled the USOE monthly report

forms, -ecords of travel., letter:3 of agreement with states and the

proposals submitted to LTSOE by the Region 8, 9 and 10 TACs. Brief

descriptions or these foli.
The USOE monthly rep-Irt forms (see appendix A) solicit information on

telephone calls , correspondence , wor kst-orr, , onsite consultations ,

materials develr)pnent, technical. investigations and staff develmlnent.

Contained in the form is a typology of topics. Data for the internal

evaluation we e abstracted from the contact summary sheet and fran logs

ol workshDps and onsite coroultations (see appendix A). The contact

2/80 7412A
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summary sheet is a tabulation of contacts classified by topic. 'The logs

for onsite conultations and workshops contain information on the nature

or ect.:..h cvntact and on TAC person effort.. These logs were analyzed to

cloteurti no what the f unct ion or goal or each workshop or oonsultation

was. The following typology was aetyted:

1. Assisting with reporting requirements.

2. Assisting .!th application or use of evaluation outcomes locally.

3. Minimizing error in the evaluation.

4. Planning of activities with SEAs and LEAs.

5. Other.

Providing clients with assistance to meet reporting requirements

involves primarily instruction in the. correct. application of USOE's

guidelines for use with the evaluation models, familiarization with the

report forms and guidance in filling out forms. Providing assistance

with local use involves helping clients use evaluation data to make

decisions about their programs. Minimization of error applies mainly to

the use of correct procedures for administering and scoring tests and

reporting the data. Planning refers to the negotiation of letters of

agreement or to planning for on-site workshops or oonsul tat ions . The

"other" category might include such activities as consultation.on JDRP

approval processes and on working with parent advisory councils.

In sane cases it was evident that an activity had multiple purposes.

It was deemed infeasible to question staff on the proportion of person

effort allocated to each purpose for each activity. Therefore a rough

estimate was obtained by dividing the person effort for each activity by

the nanber of purposes. This fraction was arbitrarily fixed and t he

amount allocated to each function or purpose. While this method is far

2/80 7412A
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frun perfect it should be helpful. as a rough guide to the amount of

r.x.rzein effort expendel on each function or task.

Data on the nunber of days f;pent onei to wan obtained fran travel

autiterizu!:ion forme. 'These recx-)rde were exmined to oenetruct a roster

of the nonber of person tripl and pereon days for each state. These data

wore examined by the Assistant Director in charge of each region and

correctione were made where they were need.ed.

Obviourly, data frem the monthly report forms and from travel

authorieetions were not. available for the entire contract year, since at

the time of writiny only three months of the year have ressed. Travel

authorization data are available for the first three months, October,

November and December, and monthly report data are available for November

and December.

A standard format was used for the letters of agreement, although

there were slight variations fine state to state, depending on the

special. needs of each state. In all letters the number of days spent

onsite for various tasks is clearly delineated. These figures were

summed for each state to obtain a total. The number of onsite staff days

in the letter are for planning purpases only. In many cases in past

years the actuil number of days provided was different due to changes in

the need8 of SEAs and LEAs which occurred after the agreements were

signed. Changes om be made in the letters by consent of both the TAC

and the state.

Information on the number of person trips planned for each state was

contained in the business propcGals submi tted by each TAC. The estimates

of rarnbers of person trips in the proposals were based both on

coroultation with states and on an examination of travel during the lent

2/80 7412A
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contract year. These figures were sub:nitted in duly 1979. By contrast,

the letters of agreement were negotiated in the fall of the year. Since

the letter of agrcnent data areernore recent, they should be regarded as

more accurate.

Setting. The setting of the stixly is the Northwest Regional

Educational. Laboratory in Portland, Oregon, a private not-for-profit

educational research and developnent laboratory. The TACs are housed in

the Division of Evaluation, Research and Assessment. They serve the

follcuing states and regions, which are included in this study: for

Region 8, Coloracb, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah and

Wyoming; for Region 9, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada and the

Pacific (including Guam, American Samoa, the Trust Territories anci the

Northern Marianas); and for Region 101 Alaska, Idaho, Oregon and

Washington. Data in this study are presented in a format that preserves

the anonymity of both states and regions. In each state professional

staff might contact and provide services to either SEA staff, LEA staff

or staff frau intermediate education agencies, such as the Board of

Cooperative Educational Services in Coloracb. There are about 17

professional staff in the three TACs, most with experience in educational

measurement, testing and evaluation, as well as teaching or

administrative experience in public school systems.

2/80 7412A
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RFSULTS

IleAnits e presented in th, followino format for the rnnvenience of

the re.t(kr. 1,'irst, the evaluition que:-;tion is stated. This is followed

by the dota relevant to that question. Data on actual expenditure of

resouices are available for only part of tlle contract yeari so the usual

cautions with regard to extrapolation appl.y here. Howeve.r, the first

quarter i scmcwhat typical. of th c.. other three quarters of the year in

that it crIntains both p:.,riodt. of high activity (September and October)

and periods of reducd activity (December).

1. How does the actual. level of effort expended in a state compare

with planned le ls?

First, data are presented for each region, aggregated across states.

This is followed by data presented for individual states. The data in

Table 1 show that with regard to both staff clays and person tripe, all

INSERT TA13LE 1 ABOUT HERE

regions have spent less in the first quarter than one fourth of the

planned yearly amount. Overall, Region 13's expenditures are in closer

agreement with what was planned than are expenditures for Regions A and

C. Regarding days, Region C has expended about 58 percent of whit was

planned. However, with regard to trips, Region C has expended about 83

percent of what was planned for the first. quarter. By contrast, Region A

hag *used up about 72 percent of the planned days and 35 percent of the

planned trips. Inspection of Table 2 reveals that in most states the

INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE

2/80 7412A



ntunber of spnt days and spent trips is le:;s than that originally

plane,d. Hc-wever, for states 1, 6, 8, 9 and 13 the number of days spent

exceeds the number planned, and for states 9 and 15 the number of trips

spent excee(l; that planned.

2. HOW are resources, measured in terms of rx,rson effort, being

expended across functional categories?

oata in Table 3 are given for the months of November And December,

aggregated across regions in order to provide a global perspective on

reeource allocation. Figures in the table are percentages, with a total

person haurs figure given for each month. In November a little over a

third of the total TAC person effort was focused on meeting reporting

requirement, with less time being spent on minimizing error, planning and

use,, in rank order . In December over half of the total TAC person effort

was spent on reporting, follooed by minimizing error, planning and use,

in rank order. A two month 'average bears out that most time was spant on

reporting, and the least tiTle was spent on use of evaluation results.

Canparisons between figures for November and December must take into

account an overall drop of about 46 percent in the amount of person

effort devoted to field activities. Apparently there is a reduced demand

for TAC field services in December.

The data in Table 4 are a tabulation of oontacts for November and

Decemb;.,.r across the USOE topical categories. Each consultation,

workshop, telephone call or letter was counted in as many categories as

was applicable according to guidelines under which TACs are to canplete

monthly reports. Again these have been aggregated across regions in

order to obtain a more global view of TAC activities. There was a

12

/NSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE

2/80 7412A
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Oecrea.le tx-lut. 10 per c.nt in the total ntral-leu or contacts frro

Novmhi.r , which is (..on-;istent with the decrease observed in

Ta 3. Th., t eit c:1-ego:'io'; u(ii rig " OL hot." ) sho-ging the most

activity, in ot,'.r ha::e0. on two month average of the nunber of

cone act.r; e: plannin,j, daa pro ceL;si ng , test sel ection, other testing ,

obt a i ni nj infor:at i on fr.-In other TACs, Mcv1r1 A, reporting, obtaining

inforr.,..tt-ion from L1301-;, providing general information on TAC/TIEPS and

crtal i t-.y c,)nt rol .

DisaissICN

Data in Table 1. are useful for (1) monitor q TAC expenditures for

travel, (2) alerting TAC to examine ponsitile causes for discrepancies in

projected and actual levels of service, e.g., seasonal fluctuations,

changes in mode of servicv delivery, reflections of state or local

agencies' request for services. TACs will be more likely to detect

changes in client needs or status given these data and, thus, more

sensitive to needs to alter services, e.g., increase or decrease

estimates or plan relatively fewer but longer f ield trips. The results

displayod in Table 2 cmparing actual with planned levels of effort

indicate that more acti.vity t han original ly anti cipated is taki ng place

in states 1, 6, 8, 9, and 13. There are several possible reasons for

this. One could lc a change in a state's philasophy regarding TAC

activi ti es. In state 1.3, for instance, SEA representati ves have recently

expres::ed i nter est i n permi tti ng more f requent aintacts between the

TAC and Li:As. A different cause could tvi seasonal fluctuations in a

particular s tate, depending on SEA schedul ng of TAC activi ties This

muld he resronsihl., either for more activity than expected or less

2/80 7412A
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acti vit-y than exi-xcted. The latter r.Issihility may be operating in state

11, f Or i n.; t Th., r e w or e sever al i nt ens ive wor kshop swi ngs over the

su..iini.r in this state, which apparently satisfied immediate technical

a;intarv!,. no-2:1.t. This has led to a decline in the amount of subsequent

activity in this state.
Where actial levels of effort substantially exceed or are less than

what was planned it would he u..ieful to reexamine the relationship of the

state to its TAC. It may be th,,.t these discrepancies can be expl.ained by

contextual factors, such as in states 11 and 13. Or, where levels of

effort are less than expected, it may he that the TAC is "working itself

out of a j:-)h," in the sense that it is providing SEA staff with the

skills needed to provide appropriate technical assistance to LEAs within

the state and TAC services are no longer needed on a routine basis. Or,

possibly through inadvertance, it could be that needed services are not

requested and/or delivered.

Clcaser attention should be given to discrepancies between actual and

planned numbers of.staff days than between actual and planned numbers of

trirs. The staff day data are more recent and based on the SEA's

per a!ption of need within the state. By contrast the person trip data

are several months older and are based in part on an extrapolation f ran

previous years. However, the person trip data can he used to confirm

trends in the person day data.

Interpretation of the results in Table 3, shwing the percentages of

person effort expended in various functional categories in November and

December, should be temrered with the exp.ctztion that TACs will engage

in different activities at different times of the year. For instance,

during the first quarter of the contract year, October, , November and

Decc,mber, one would expect more time to be spent orienting LEA staff to
1
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ne4 rep.,rt fut.11.1 ari.l reTtlationl. This is borne out by the Table 3

results, whero an averag! of 47 poreent of the totul person effort was

pent provilini assistance for meetino reporting requirements. During

th fi!-st aqd third qulrters, when fall and spring testing i3 in-

progre:;1, v.v.)re tine should be spent on tenting and the appropriate

(jillity control meanures for dla. More time during the first quarter

sh:)uld be sp.-ult on planning than at other times, since this iS when

letters of agreement were negotiated and plans ev,tablished. The planning

will NobaMy shift to the fourth quarter, for subsequent years. The

nost approprilte time t.:-) help LEAs plan foc local use of evaluation data

would be either before the school year begins or at the beginning of the

year. This would fall in the third and fourth quarter.

The d2cline of total person effort expended from November to December

can ha interpreted as a seasonal effect. December is a relatively quiet

month in that schools tend to be preoccup4,ed with the end of the fall

semester and with the forthoming vacation. Certainly by December most

of the fall testing is finished.

Table 3 results may be a useful indication of SEA and LEA needs as

percsived by these agencies. This is because many TAC activities are a

response to specific requests originating in the states. Based on an

admittedly restricted sanple of dAta, the highest priority seems to be

satisfying reporting requirements. Looking at a two month average of the

figures, planning and minimizing error are approximately tied in

imps-Irtlnce. Current interest in quality control and minimizing error can

be interpreted in light of USOE interest in having LEAs and SEAs strive

to meet technical standards in implementing and reporting evaluations.

Relatively less time has been spent so far on exploring possibilities for

2/80 7412A
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local ti:;e of evaluation eqtcomes. Given that a common rationale for

conducting evaluations is to produce data which are helpful in making

proqrum decisions, this re3ult can be interpreted a3 an indication of a

need for a more deliberate (ffort to work on local use. It will be

helpful to study trends in this area to determine if the focus for TAC

services moves toward use and away from reporting requirements.

The results of Table 4, showirig a decrease in the number of contacts

from November to December, confirms the same trend shown in Table 3.

With the exception of those topics having to do with obtaining

information from other TACs ana .:rom USOE, those topics with the greatest

number of contacts can be iliterpreted w;.those of greatest interest as

reflected by freqnency, these do pot reflect relative amounts of staff or

TAC time to SEAs and LEAs. Again, this is because most TAC activities

are in response to needs expressed from the clients. The first of these,

data processing, involves methods for aggregating individual student data

into classroom, district and state level reports. The relative emphasis

on testing and test selection can be interpreted in light of USOE's

guidelines for implementing the evaluation models, e.g., Model A, many of

which address testing practices. The results appear to show that most

concern was with satisfying reporting requirements. Less emphasis is

placed on finding applications of evaluation outcomes.

It is proposed that data such as those presented in this discussion

serve several useful purposes:

1. They meet TAC requirements for reporting to USOE.

2. Questions about the focus of TAC services are raised with

implications for TAC objectives.

2/80 1 " 7412A
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3. Le cif ef f ort can he monitored and balanced across states or

acij ted i f needed.

4. Trenti3 i n TAC nor vim; can 1-Y- anal yzed for consistency wi th TAC

pur

5. Areas for mater i al s (1.vololinent or other TAC support can be

i dent if i ed via topi cs for TAC ser vi ces

2/80 741 2A



Table 1

Staff Day.1 and.Trips Plaaued and
Actually Spr.nt fnr QuIrtc.r by nrsclif)n

Days
Planned Spent

Trips
Planned Spent

A 67.75 48.50 56.75 20.00

Relirin 13 86.7.; 79.00 29.00 23.00

C 123.25 72.00 37.50 31.00

I
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Table 2
Staff D,iy:3 and Trips Planned and

Actually Spont for First Quarter hy State

State
Days

Planned Spent
Trips

Planned Spent

1 11. 75 16.00 12.00 6.00

2 25.75 21.50 22.75 8.00

1 19.00 5.00 16.25 4.00

4 11.2'; 6.00 5.75 2.00

5 24.25 14.00 6.25 5.00

6 21. 25 24.00 15.25 11.00

7 17. 00 10.00 2.50 2.00

8 10.50 11.00 4.00 3.00

9 13.75 20.00 1.00 2.00

10 41. 25 29.00 11.00 8.00

11 18.50 1.00 3.50 1.00

12 3.75 1. 00 3.00 1.00

13 8.75 12.00 6.50 6.00

14 27.25 11.00 7.50 5.00

15 23. 75 18.00 6.00 10.00

19
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Table 3
Per cent of Staf f !:*1. eld Tim by
Focus or Tecthni cal As3i stance

Focun November December Aver aqe

Repot- t i ng 37% 57% 47%

Use 14% 4% 9%

Error 22% 9% 15. 5%

P1 annin<1 17% 13% 15%

Oth-m- 10% 17% 13. 5%

Total or
Field Noun.; 383 206

2/80
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Table 4
Nurnher of TAC Contactf: hy Topic

2ic November D mher

Provi ding I nf ormati on
General Information 24 10

Model A 25 12

Model B 7 0

Modc4 C 12 6

Other Moaels 0 1

Early Childhood 1 3

N or D 3 8

Needs A5s esartent 8 4

Selection 1 8

JDRP 7 1

PACs 1 4

State Contracts 9 11

Techni cal T nvestigations 1 0

Quality Control 20 9

Evaluation Planning 9 6

Utilization 15 3

Repor ti ng 21 15

Data Processing 24 15

Test Selection 18 21

OthA,r Testing 20 18

Other 59 31

Obtaining Information
Other TACs 10 38

USOE 18 36

Test Publishers 0 10

Planning 87 108

Other 34 25

2/80 7412A
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1. Request for Proposal: The Operation of ESEA Title I Evaluation

Technical Assistance Centers. Washington, D.C.: DHEW, Office of
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Appendix A
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Category

Number
Sib

Table I

Contact Summask Sheet

Month:

-

A

Year:

Number of Contacts

Workshop On-site Telephone

1.0 Providing Information

1.1 General information on TAC/TIERS
1.2 Model A
1.3 Model A
1.4 Model C
I.`, Alternative models
1.6 Early childhood education

Neglected or delinquent programs
1.8 Needs assessment
1.9 Student selection
1.10 JDRP
1.11 PACs
1.12 State contracts (151c, 183c)
1.13 Technical investigations
1.14 Quality assurance
1.15 Comprehensive evaluation

planning (including
process evaluation)

1.16 Reviewing evaluation findings
1.17 Utilizing evaluation and test

results
1.18 Evaluation reporting issues
1.19 Data collection and analysis
1.20 Test selection
1.21 Other testing issues (e.g., out-

of-level testing, score
conversions, equating)

1.22 Other

2.0 Obtaining Information

2.1 Other TACs
2.2 USOE
2.3 Test publishers
2.4 Others

3.0 Planning

4.0 I Other

Letter

01....



Region:

State

Table 2A

Summary of Workshops

Month: Year:

Number of TAC Person- Number of
Workshops Effort Clients



Table 3A.

Summary of On-Site Activities

Month: Year:

Statt!
. Number of TAC Person- Number of

Activities Effort Clients

TOTAL



LT-

14o11,shop log, Table 23
d

On-Site Activity Log, Table 33

Region:

State:

Contact Person:

Position/Title:

Avncy:

Addro!..s:

Phone NuL:,),:!r:

LoCation:

Nuillher of clients served:

Name(s) of fAC staff presenting:

TAC imrson effort:

Brief de'scription:

Category number:

Date:

Month: Year:

_ .....

-

V Vv.

HOW.;



Region:

Table 4A

SummaLy of Telephone Calls

Month: Year:

-........

State Number of Calls

SEA LEA

410.-4.

Total state calls

Number of calls to TACs:
Number of calls to/from USOE:
Other calls:

)



Tc.ble 4B

Telephone Log

Region:

Year:

TAC staff

Stato cr . Date
I

mgency I

1

Cliont, A,:,..oncy

,... -.........."

heck if

_n.*.tiated.......4. d'
Subject ,,, Length

i

I

I

...a

i
,
,

,

1

,

1

,

;

,

i

. i
,

,

.

,

I
I

i

i
1

- I , -----.......-
I

1

1

I
1

.

i

.

1;---- +.........

. 1
.

I

I 1

1

twoo................ .

I

1 . i

i

!
I

i

1

f ,

I I

1

i
,

I

1



Reqion;

Table 5A

Summary of Correspondence

Month: Year:

State Number of Contacts

Sent to TAC Sent by TAC4

Total number of letters to and from SEAs and LEAs:

Number of letters to.TACs:
Number of letters to/from USOE:
Other letters:



Regicn

Table 53

Correspondence Log

Month Year

State c.:

Agency

,

1

I

I

Date 1 Tac Staff
Member

Client Check if
TAC

Initiated

. .

Subject
-;

Category
No.

1

.

.

,

1

.

,

.

.

,

.
.

1

.

.

1

_

...............

---
,

1

I

4

i

I

I

-... -

.

I .

.

t

I

1

I

&

-..-..................-............-.....................-...........................

I.

;
ir?

. . i

-.

1

I ,
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a

Staff

Biweekly Accounting for Monthly USOE Reports

Tables 6 through 9

Table 6 - Materials Development
egion Month Year

aterial
Principal

Contributor(s)
Brief

Description
Start
Date

End
Date-,

41

_ .

.

4
.

Table 7 - Technical Investigations
.

vegion Month Year

aterial
Principal

Contributor(s)
Brief

Description
Start
Date

End
Date



41

Region

- --

,TUPIC

Tablt, S'- Regional and National Activities
Month

TAC STAFF
ATTMING DME DESCRIPTION

Yea r

Table 9 - Formal Staff Development

Peg ibri Month Year

--

DATE ACTIVITY PRESENTER(S)

STAFF
BRIEFED DESCRIPTION

i



NWHE1 TAC Conlin:1 Loy
S.

Date of t;o:a.ict

Fit.t;toil State

Plact!

f 'pi cp1itm;

10'y 13,!(.1)1.. Co,,taLt6%1

(1,o:-.it Mum' did& f!-IS

!.,w 1 ()is

Suny.df

Additional Help. 1 ol lowup Planned-

nMore Details on gcickside,

nAdditional Summary /Report Attached

Natce List Attached

Agenda Attached

I 11)%1 n 1 AC

DUNA lION .

T Yf'f Of CON I At 1

Copies to

tit

El TI!11.1.11.1 1:cto..tilTist ;on

1 Pr e:omtittim, Sorv.ion

V+. );'1< f,t r':?[ sf I A I ION

Nomb f !AC Staff Ntsmbot of D t.tr lets

Number of Par tic wont..

v u of Admoo5tr afors

leather Othr

ElWorkshop/Presentation Needs Revision

nCertain Handouts/Media Need Revision

NriREUTAC Representative(s) (All That Apply)
9

Date



DETAILS OF THE CONTACT

Additional Summary/Details:

Andie.tco/P.nticiponts' Fit !actions to Handouts/AV Aids:

Points Low Points of V;otksItor 'Pwsentation:

Sionp:s!ions tor Noxt WorkshopTresfmtation Team;

NWREUTAC Contact Futm //13/79


